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Cover Picture
Over the years many different styles of Postal Scales have been issued under the auspices of the

Canadian Post Office.  In most cases they were identified with an embossed Crown and a notation

“Canada P.O.” as shown here.  As one might expect, the larger post offices usually had relatively large

and sophisticated  scales.  The thousands of smaller post offices, however, were generally issued the

Equal Arm Letter Scale that is the subject of the article beginning on page 2816. 

Given the large number of scales required, it is assumed that from time to time the Canadian Post

Office put the manufacturing of these scales out to tender.  This scale with minor variations has been

manufactured by at least four scale companies:  the Gurney Scale Company of Hamilton, Ontario;

Pritchard & Andrews Co. of Ottowa Ltd.; and Degrave, Short & Fanner of London, England, and lat-

erally, Degrave & Co., London.  To my knowledge, none of these companies is in operation today. 

A number of the Canadian Equal Arm Letter Scales have survived and now find themselves promi-

nently displayed in collections of many scale enthusiasts in Canada and the United States.

Peter  Laycock
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The Canadian Equal Arm Letter Scale
BY PETER LAYCOCK

As Canada developed throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, many small communities

sprung up requiring postal service.  By 1900 there were over 10,000 post offices.  It seems as though

a post office was established regardless of the size of the

community.  Each of these offices was equipped with the

customary assortment of postal paraphernalia: Policy and

Regulation manuals, cancellation hammers, mail bags,

seals, postage stamps and of course a Postal Scale.  (See

Fig. 1)

Mail in the North American British Colonies for both let-

ters and parcels was assessed a fee based on weight since

1844.  The first postage stamps were issued in 1851 for the

provinces of Canada, New Brunswick and Nova Scotia.

Other provinces introduced postage stamps at a latter date.

A major piece of legislation, the Postal Act of October

1878, sets out the regulations governing all matters relat-

ing to the mail sent to and from Canada.  Rates for postage

were established and supplied

to each post office.  (Figs. 2, 3)

The act states "The rate of

postage on a letter posted

within the Dominion of

Canada, for transmission by

Mail to any place in Canada,

is 3 cents per half ounce weight."

In regards to excess weight it

states "In calculating the

amount of postage due on a

letter, care should be taken to

ascertain its exact weight.  If

the half ounce be exceeded to

the smallest extent, even

though the balance be merely

turned, the letter becomes

liable to an additional rate."  It

looks like these people took

their responsibility to weigh

the mail seriously!
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This hardy little scale stands 13 inches tall.  The center post is made of forged steel and is mounted on a

heavy cast iron base. Typically the base has an embossed crown and or an embossed "Canada PO.”  It is

painted black and is often decorated with a gold and red pin-stripe accent.  Suspended from the arm is a

circular brass weight tray held in place by brass chains.  The

weight tray generally has a Crown and "Canada PO" stamped

into the metal by a die establishing it as property of the Post

Office  (See cover picture.)

The letter tray is made of brass and is mounted on a steel or

brass suspension rod.  It often bears the Crown and  "Canada

PO" designation. As well, all of these scales that I have seen

have the name of the manufacturer stamped into the letter tray.

Three of the six scales that I own have an additional set of

numbers stamped into the letter tray which I assume are serial

numbers affixed by the Post Office.

The seven stackable weights issued with these scales range from 1/4 ounce up to 8 ounces.  They are typ-

ically stamped "Canada P.O." (See Fig. 4)

According to the Canadian Postal Museum these scales were standard in smaller post offices from late

nineteenth century to the mid-twentieth century.  From studying Weights & Measures verification marks

and inspection labels it would appear that some of these scales were in use until the late 1970s.  Indeed

there may still be the odd small post office that uses one of these scales today.

The weights and trays were periodically checked by the Department of Weights and Measures.  Until the

early 1960s verification marks were stamped into the weights and trays with a metal die.  Later, a paper

seal that was glued to the scale confirmed an inspector's visit. (See Figs. 5, 6, 7)

Often one or more of the weights were lost and additional replacement weights had to be supplied.  These

too were verified to ensure that whichever set was currently at the post office had the inspectors blessing.

Unfortunately most of these scales were either recalled or have found their way to the dump as the post

offices were either closed or upgraded to more recent technology.  Every so often one of these scales pops

up. It is rare however to find one with a complete set of original Canada Post Office issued weights.

�� Fig. 4

�� Figs  5, 6, 7  Examples of traditional inspectors’ verification marks as used until the early 1960s.
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These scales had one more kick at the cat when in 1990 the Canadian Post Office issued a set of six

postal stationery envelopes that depicted scales that had been used over the years by the Canadian Postal

Service.  The Equal Arm Letter Scale was selected for the 40 cent envelope where it is proudly portrayed

in full color.  (See Fig 8.)

About the Author

Peter Laycock has been a collector of stamps and postal history since the age of seven.  This interest in philately ultimately

led him to collecting other postal paraphernalia including stamp boxes, cancellation hammers, and postal scales.  He began

collecting postal scales in earnest about ten years ago and  now has more than 400 postal scales of all types and sizes.  Peter

traveled extensively in his work which gave him an opportunity to seek out postal scales all over the world.  Now retired and

living in Toronto, he continues his interest in scales and has finally found the time to display them in his home so that he and

his grandchildren can play with them.
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A Somewhat Amazing Revelation
BY JEROME R. KATZ

For years, collectors have been assuming that this little rocker, which is unsigned, was made to weigh

only the $20 coin, and was produced  in the period circa 1875.

But as the  the photos accompanying this article

will reveal, all those rockers were incomplete.

In addition to checking the $20 gold coin, the

CCD has the capability to check the $1, $2.50,

$5, and $10 coins as well.  Brass inserts

designed to accept each of those four additional

coins are nested into the $20 slot as needed.

And then the coin in question is fitted into it for

checking.

Since there is no insert for the $3 gold coin, this

CCD would most likely pre-date 1854. 

�� Fig. 8



The Role of the Patent Model Museum  
BY TERRY WESNER
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The Patent Office did more than issue patents.  According to an 1861 article in Scientific American, it

operated the most successful museum in Washington.  This museum pre-dated both the Smithsonian

Institution and the National Gallery of Art.  How did that come about?  From 1790 to 1880, every would-

be patentee was required to submit written specifications, a set of drawings, and an exact  working model

of his invention in order to distinguish it

clearly from anything similar.  The working

models were not to exceed 12 inches in any

dimension.  But sometimes inventors fudged

on the size by making the model in several

sections. 

The Patent Office set aside ample space for a

museum with adequate display of the patent

models. This quickly became a major tourist

attraction, a place of national pride where

people from all around the country came to

see the marvelous creations of American

ingenuity.  Since less than 2% of the popula-

tion possessed a high school education, the

Museum of Models provided a place where

the public could come and learn how things
worked.

It also provided the impetus for one exceptional employee to learn how to make American society work

more effectively.  But for the existence of the Museum, the Civil War casualties, and the shrewd judgment

of Judge Charles Mason, who is generally believed to have been the most effective Commissioner of Patents

in the Nineteenth Century, the American Red Cross might never have come into being! 

Here is how it happened.  Clara Barton--yes, that Clara Barton--left her job teaching school in

Massachusetts and went to Washington seeking work.  Mason hired her as his confidential clerk at a salary

of $1,400.  She is thought to be the first woman ever hired to a regular position in the US government with

work and wages equal to that of a man.  As a "new broom," she stopped some leaks of confidential infor-

mation in the office and roused some resentment among the male employees.  During Judge Mason's tem-

porary absence in 1855 she was fired by the Secretary of the Interior, but on his return, Mason promptly

hired her back. 

During the Civil War some troops were quartered in the patent office and the north and west wings of the

building were used as a hospital.  Cots to accommodate 800 patients were placed in the passageways

between the glass cases containing the models, so that the examination of the inventions would not be inter-

rupted.  Examiners, attorneys, inventors, and the public were free to wander at will among the wounded and

dying soldiers, searching for models relating to a particular invention!

Fig 1  �� Photo Courtesy Jim Davie  



When the wounded were brought in from the battle at

Antietam, Clara Barton left her duties in the Patent Office

to care for them.  But she soon concluded that there were

plenty of women in Washington to care for the wounded

who had made it to the hospitals.  That insight was later to

revolutionize the care of  wounded, sick, and dispossessed

people everywhere

Appalled by stories of the lack of medical supplies and

inadequate treatment of the wounded in the field before

they could be transported to hospitals, Clara began adver-

tising in the New England newspapers for provisions for

treating them.  Soon she was able to establish a distribut-

ing agency for the supplies.  Later, having gained official

permission to go onto the battlefield, she left her job to

become a nurse.  She was present on 16 battlefields and

ministered to wounded men of both sides there.  Having

discovered her life's work, she founded the American Red Cross after the war was over. What a difference

Clara Barton made in world affairs!

With the passage of time the importance of the Model Room continued to decline.  Prior to the fire of 1877

it required 15 attendants to allow inspection of the models, but by 1901 that work was done by three atten-

dants.  Soon afterwards, the models were moved to rented spaces in the Union building, where they could

be visited with some difficulty, but seldom were.  In 1908, the models were boxed up and in 1925 the impor-

tant ones were given to various museums.  The rest were sold at public auction.  Patent models continue to

be sold from time to time, but patent models of scales are very, very rare.  
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Fig. 2  �� Photo Courtesy Jim Davie

References consulted:

Dobyns, Kenneth W.  The Patent Office Pony ©1994

Jones, Stacey V.  The Patent Office ©1994

Kursch, Harry.  Inside the U.S. Patent Office ©1959

Terry Wesner has worked as a biostatistician and a college professor, has authored a successful series of 20 col-

lege level mathematics textbooks, and currently owns a publishing company.  He enjoys sharing his knowledge

and love of learning with larger audiences via the internet.  He has a website where you can download entire text-

books for free <totallyfreemath.com> and is just launching a new line of textbooks on CD with video lectures

on every page <www.getmath.com>.  You can see his patent model collection at <patentmodel.com>.  Since he

was always the first one to sit down in spelling bees, he also has a website for students with learning disabilities

<shortbusstories.com>.  Looking ahead, he is currently developing a website on MS <ihavems.com> but it is not up yet.

Contemporary Comment (Carved above the entrance to the Department of Commerce)

TT HH EE PP AA TT EE NN TT SS YY SS TT EE MM AA DD DD EE DD TT HH EE FF UU EE LL

OO FF II NN TT EE RR EE SS TT TT OO TT HH EE FF II RR EE OO FF GG EE NN II UU SS

Abraham Lincoln 
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Model of Daniels' Patent 199,356 Platform Scale 
MODEL AND PHOTO COURTESY JIM DAVIE

TEXT AND DRAWING BY D.F. CRAWFORTH-HITCHINS

William Daniels was a very human patentee, but he was not the best writer of specifications!  Some

careful reading and interpretation of his US Patent 199,356 of Jan 22, 1878 is needed to enjoy the

originality of his

design.  He started by

thinking about a styl-

ish counter scale with

a sleek casing that

suggests the 1930s,

not the 1870s.  The

curved corners and

the windows on the

front and back sides

are astonishing for

their period.  One can

imagine the children

peering inside as the

poises were moved out one at a time.  (See Figs. 1 & 2)

His counter scale is basically a Y-Y platform scale with a steelyard below the Ys.  The steelyard is

shaped like a T with prongs (the number of prongs to be decided by the maker) extending from the

top bar of the T towards the bottom of the central stalk.  (See Figs. 3 & 4)

The prongs support sliding strips of metal

that have heavy poises attached to their back

end.  When the load has to be balanced, the

strips are pulled manually out of the casing,

pulling out the poises attached to the strip.

Daniels does not explain how the friction

and wear on the basic prongs is minimized.

In operation, firstly, the user must check that

all the strips are pushed fully into the casing.

For a load up to 6lb, the sliding strip nearest

the user is pulled out to its maximum.  If the

load is over 6lb, the next sliding strip is pulled

out until the strips "float" in the slot.  If the

load is over 12lb, then the next strip is pulled

out.  The user must add up the accumulated graduations to determine the full weight.

Half-way through the patent specification Daniels suddenly refers to wagons and loads of hay!  This

comes as a surprise on such an elegant scale, but he does describe some of the adaptations necessary

towards the end of the text.

Fig. 1.  �� Windows on the front and back sides
allow people watch to the mechanism in

action.The top Y-beam has been removed and

laid atop the case.  The model is only 10” long.

Fig. 2.  �� The slides are visible, with the third
slide pulled out.  The slide has lost its brass frame,

which was marked on the datum line to indicate

that the load was balanced by the slide.

Fig. 3.  �� Sketch of modified steelyard.  This steelyard forms one
piece, working as a rigid steelyard with sliding poises.  This version has

only three slides, but more could be added during manufacture.
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The heavy version has several modifications.  Heavy metal plates are placed on the ground and the scale

is wheeled over the plates.  Beams of wood are placed on the scale platform of sufficient length to reach

from the front axle to the rear axle of the wagon.  The wagon is pushed over the scale.  Then the extend-

ing legs of the scale can be raised under the wagon to lift the wagon off the ground.  (The legs have

screws inside them.

This seems to be a case of over-enthusiasm by

the patentee, wanting to have more than one

application for his brilliant idea.  If Daniels

had restricted himself to his counter scale, all

would be straight-forward and practical.  By

wanting a huge version, Daniels over-reached

himself.

Patent no. 152,933 is concerned only with the ball screw that moves

along the screw-threaded bar--rather a neat adustment system. The whole

bar can be moved left or right by loosening the 2 screws, or up and down

the side slots by loosening the tiny screws in the end of the bar. A very

small adjustment up or down is sufficient to make a beam rock more

accurately as you are changing its “fastness” (the mass of the beam is

fractionally raised if the ball is raised up its slots, so the beam tips to one

side more emphati-

cally and wants to

stay there).  Scale

men prefer the lower

ball position as it’s

more accurate, but

scale users prefer the

higher ball position as it makes the scale easier to use.

The patent gives no reason or explanation as to why

this could be used.  It suggests that it could be added

to any scale beam for minute adjustments.

Fig. 4.  �� The Y levers sit neatly over the steelyard.  The
lead poise for the nearest slide shows clearly.  Daniels recom-

mends using heavier poises for greater loads.  On this model,

the support for the fulcrum has been bent slightly at some time

during the last 120 years, but a real scale would have been

built with a stronger fitting and would never have bent.

Model of Usher’s Compensating Poise for Scale Beams 

MODEL AND PHOTOS COURTESY WILLIAM DONIGER

TEXT BY D.F. CRAWFORTH-HITCHINS and WILLIAM BERNING

Fig 1 �� 

Fig 2  ��



Oh Rube Goldberg, Where Are You Now?
BY JEROME R. KATZ

I've long ago come to accept what contraptions man can, will and does conceive to accomplish the simple job of

weighing.

Case in point ---- I've come across an otherwise ordinary dou-

ble beam steelyard balance counter shop scale, but that's only

half of it.  I will not discuss here the double beam steelyard

with sliding poises; it is of conventional type.  I will describe

the add-on weights, their storage and their use, not necessar-

ily in that order.

With a claim to facilitate the storage and use of add-on

weights, our inventor conceived of a cradle hung on knife

edge bearings from the end of the double beam and tied back

into the underside of the base with a rod implemented much

like the stay of a Roberval balance.

The cradle is constructed of six compartments, although the

patent is general enough to apply to any number and size of weights.  In this case the six weights are iron discs,

with the two smallest ones, the 1/4lb and 1/2lb , being annular shaped (donuts).  The weights are also numbered 1,

2, 4, 8, 8, and 10 which seems to be an arbitrary assignment.

In steady state situation the weights are stored in a six-compartment rack built into the scale’s base that is the exact

counterpart of the cradle, with like compartments aligned in the same plane . When the weights are all stored in

the base rack, the scale is in equilibrium.  When additional weights are called for, the desired weight is rolled like

a wheel from its compartment in the storage rack into the corresponding compartment of the cradle.  Clever.  Neat.

No searching for the proper loose weight lying around on the counter.  Just simply touch the desired weight and

roll it into the cradle without disturbing others.
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Fig. 1.  �� Patent no. 279,864 was issued to William Farnum of
Hoosick Falls, NY, on Jun. 19, 1883, and 1/4 was assigned to

Elisha S. Peck also from Hoosick Falls.  Farnum’s actual patent

shows the cradle for the weights attached to a roberval scale, but

the scale shone in the photo above is a double beam steelyard

counter scale.  See EQM pg. 2412 .

�� Fig. 1

Fig. 2.  �� This view shows the cradle onto which the weights are
rolled and the stay under the scale that supports the cradle and

attaches to the goods plate.  The cradle is attached to the scale’s

beams with knife edges and receives the weight when  a load is

applied.  The manufacturer of this scale is unknown.

Fig. 3.  �� This view shows the rack with the weights in
place when the scale is in steady state.  Farnum’s patent

with its weight containment system improves the annoying
inconvenience resulting from having a number of loose
weights lying around to get lost !
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Fig. 5  �� The rack that holds the weights when the scale is in steady
state and the alignment with the cradle into which the weights are rolled

as the load is applied to the goods plate.  Each weight can be rolled into

the cradle without disturbing the others.  Any balance scale could be

manufactured in this modified form to use the system of rolling weights.

Fig. 6.  �� The iron weights for the Farnum patent sale
are proportional so that the 1/4 lb weight will balance a 1 lb

load.This means that the proportion is one to four.  Farnum

states in the patent that the weights may be made all of one

diameter, as are these, and relative differences in their grav-

ity can be secured by varying their thickness and removing

the center.  The 1/4 and 1/2 pound weights are annular shaped

and the disk shaped weights vary in thickness

Fig 4.  �� The brass plate
showing the patent date and the

denominations of the propor-

tional weights.  The patent cor-

responding to the date on the

plate is no. 297,864.

The patentee was a William C. Farnum of Rensselear County, NY. 

Curious point: the also clever Micrometer scale was born in that county.  

I wonder if Rube Goldberg was born there as well.

References: EQM 1992 No. 1, pgs 1537-1532824-28248;  EQM 1999 No. 4, pgs  2412-2414.

Animal Shaped Weights of the Burmese Empires

The weights were made in four shapes:  a mythical feline beast (to); an anserine, gooselike bird

(hintha); a gallinaceous, chicken-like bird; and an elephant (chang).  Throughout Asia, birds were

associated with heaven, light, water, and the gods.  Large felines were associated with the earth,

darkness, and kings.  The first three shapes were used throughout the empires; elephants were used

only in North Siam.  Since the weight shapes fall into a sequence, they can be classified and

assigned to periods (reigns) and places (capital cities).

References:  Gear and Gear. Encyclopaedia of the History of Science, Technology, and Medicine in
Non-Western Cultures. 1997; EQM 1993 No. 1, 1662-1663.

The design and implementation of the cradle in the scale that I found

is somewhat different from the patent--a manufacturing change  intro-

duced either immediately at first production or some other time.

Although no  maker’s name or mark is evident on my scale. a brass

plaque affixed to the weight storage rack  carries the weight-size num-

bers and the patent date of June 19, 1883.  My scale measures 22in by

9 in by 9 in.  



Spring Balances

As with so many words used in this subject, "balance" is inappropriate.  Springs were fixed at one end

and all movement took place to one side of that fixing, so no balancing occurred!  But tradition super-

sedes reality, and so "balance" is used throughout Part 8 for the object using a spring as the resistant.

All spring balances relied on the distortion of the metal, quartz or glass to indicate the weight of the load.

Springs distorted evenly along their length, so a helical spring stretched a little bit along every part of

itself, not more at one end than the other.  

As a generalisation, the longer the spring the more accurate was the reading.  So a short flexure (flat rib-

bon) spring was unlikely to be as accurate as a helical spring that had a long piece of metal curled up into

a small space.  But the tensile strength of springs varied enormously, depending on the material used and

the thickness as well as the length.

Springs indicated weight whether the ends were pulled away from each other (tension), or the ends were

pushed towards each other (compression).  The use of compression was much less common than the use

of tension, so presumably tension springs were more accurate and easier to make consistently.

The maker needed only a means of attaching the load to the spring, and a pointer moving in front of a

graduated plate, and the balance was adequate.  (Fig. 1, US pat 35125.)  Casings were devised to protect

the spring, and as Weights and Measures inspectors became more particular, casings became compulsory

in many countries.  The USA was more relaxed about the necessity for casings than

other industrialised countries; as usual, they credited the user and the customer with

intelligence, and did not "nanny" the customer.

Most spring balances were relatively imprecise.  In the UK 1906 Regulations con-

cerning trade use, they had only to be as accurate as counter machines (that had

linkages under the pans) and were not tested for sensitiveness.  The load had to be

indicated towards the middle of the range shown (for example, it was not permit-

ted to weigh a 99lb load on a 100lb-capacity spring balance) and the spring had to

return to its resting position in a short time.  Although spring balances were permit-

ted in the UK, there were countries that banned their use in trade, or that  permit-

ted only one or two reputable companies to supply traders.

The imprecision of spring balances was ignored by private users, who wished

merely for a fast read-out on a small weighing device.  Weighing letters, fish ,(See

Figs. 2, 3, 4), luggage, eggs, and suchlike objects in the home was very adequate-

ly handled by a cheap spring balance kept in a drawer.

Beam None

Resistant Spring

Fulcrum None

Load Centred below or above spring

Stabilised by Hook or pan below spring or top pan with roberval linkage

Graduations for equal units Equally spaced on graduated plate

Common names Pocket steelyard, Circular or Dial spring balance, Flat-face 

spring balance, Tubular or round spring balance, Mancur, V

spring, C spring, Hide scale, Gypsy scale, Romaines à cadran.

Fig. 1.  ��
Single wire

coiled round,

the simplest

form of

spring bal-

a n c e .

L a u r e n c e ' s

US patent of

April 1862,

no. 35125.

Fig. 2.  �� One of many spring balances hidden in a tool that fulfils some other function.
This is a Fisherman's pride, made in Germany, and "Not Legal for Trade".

Beginners’ Guide Part 8
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History

Metal springs were used in clocks and locks for well over 300 years

before their use was applied to weighing.  They were used for cross-

bows and guns, then for coaches by about 1650.  Robert Hooke, the

famous scientist, wrote on the expansion of metals in 1678, and pub-

lished drawings of simple spring balances in his papers.  Weigel

describes (in German) spring balances in Abbildung der gemeinnüt-
zlichen haupt Stände in 1698 as "scales, newly invented, made from

steel, working without pans and weights, by a wire spring".  Bion

referred to spring balances in Traité de la construction et des princi-
paux usages des instruments mathematiques, in 1709.  Leupold shows

only one in Theatrum Staticum in 1726, a compression spring balance

for weighing sacks. (See Fig. 4)  Diderot showed a flexure V spring

balance in his Encyclopaedie of 1763. (See Fig. 5)

As the earliest spring balances' manufacture cannot be pin-pointed, it

may be more sensible to look for the first surviving examples.  Mancurs

were made from the mid-18th century in Germany, with variations of

the C-spring following within a few years.  Salter is said to have start-

ed making "pocket steelyards" using compression helical springs in the

1760s in the UK.  A few mancurs (made with a C spring) were dated,

as was M Böelle's 1786 example, but most surviving examples have to

be dated by the working dates of the maker.  Hanins' beautiful cut-away

dials date from their living in St. Romaine in

France before 1785, and show the internation-

al scope of their thinking.  Pauly's UK patent

of 1816 was still using flexure springs, (see

Fig. 7) as was Braby for his huge C spring

balance a few years later.  The first US patent

for a spring scale was not until 1844, by 

Fig. 3.  �� An American decorative fisherman's balance made
of aluminium, mid-20th century.

Fig. 5.  �� V spring drawn by Diderot for his Encyclopedie of
1755.  The same design was still being made at least 60 years

later.  The capacity of V springs was small.  5 kilos was normal

(once kilos were adopted as the unit of measurement.)

Fig. 7.  �� Two flexure springs were pulled by
the top band towards each other when a load was

hung below the top band.  Rack & pinion to point-

er.  Pauly's UK patent of 1816.

Fig. 8.  �� Coach springs were used by Braby as
the resistant.  The coach spring was pulled open by

the load, and the lower tip of the spring pulled the

back end of the pointer so that the front tip of the

pointer rose.

Fig. 4.  �� A
strong helical

spring provides

the resistant in

this sack bal-

ance drawn by

Leupold in

1726.

Fig. 6.  �� A
spring balance,

with fittings for

two weighing

positions and

two holding pos-

itions.  Made for

the Duke of

Cumberland, an

Englishman who

died in 1765.

Graduated 10-

90[lbs] on the

light side and 50-

322[lbs] on the

heavy side.  SM

no. 1927-1150.
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J H & R K Bull, but it was a usful combination of lever and spring to increase the

capacity of the spring, with an extra pointer to indicate subsequent rotations of the

main pointer.

The Americans were very much later in trusting spring balances than were

Europeans.  This is clearly indicated by their Patent Lists.  Between 1829 and 1859 only four patents for spring balances

were obtained, then between 1860 and 1870 thirty-two were obtained.  Even then, very few of them were for trade pur-

poses, many being for "non-critical" products such as postage, beer or hay.  (Fig. 25.)  Mancurs were more-or-less obso-

lete in Europe by the third quarter of the 19th century, but were still being exported in huge numbers to the USA. 

A few companies specialised in making spring balances, such as Salter and Siebe/Marriott in the UK, J Chatillon & Sons

(having started as makers of beam scales, they rapidly became specialists in making spring balances), Triner and Morton

& Bremner in USA, Ubrig in Germany, but many more companies offered them for sale under their own name; for exam-

ple, Salter and Louis Hirschberg, Salter and Alex Bernstein & Co, Salter and W & T Avery.  The makers of spring bal-

ances were prepared to stamp on any name requested, and often omitted their own name.  (See Fig. 35.)

Fig. 10.  �� Exceptionally large C spring mancur by P
Dumaine, overall 21ins (220mm) high.  The smaller one is

conventional, being 51/2ins (110mm) high.  The Dumaine is

one sided, with only one support ring and one load hook  The

smaller one is two-sided, with two support rings and two

load hooks.  Even smaller examples are known, only 31/2ins

high, but with strong C springs to provide a capacity of 30

kilos.

Fig. 11.  ��.  This
anonymous C

spring is pulled

open by the load

and the spring

itself forms the in-

dicator.  Courtesy

R Willard

Fig. 9.  �� This elegant little
postal with its flexure spring was

patented in the USA in 1867 by

Cox, no. 69774.  This design, with

a lump keeping the graduated plate

hanging vertically, circumvented

the problem of so many flexure

spring balances, that of having the

tip of the spring curving down as

the load descended, and eventually

having the load fall off.

Fig. 14.  �� Even the tiniest springs were
adequate for letter-weighing.  This postal

scale is only big enough to take a stamp,

but it could check a letter of 6oz (rates used

up to 1897).  Design Registration no.

112078 of 1888.  Sold in brass, nickelled

and gilt versions.

Fig. 12.  �� Mancur with the
spring curled to form the little

loops as well as the main C.

Two load hooks but only one

support ring, so the light capaci-

ty is not as low as if an extra sup-

port ring had been positioned

nearer the end of the C spring.

Salter catalogue 1893, showing

their mancur with the Design

Registration no. 6575 of 1882.  

Fig. 13.   �� Shaler
used a helical spring

in his household

scale US patent

51226 of 1865, but

he patented this

flexure spring ver-

sion no. 66524 in

1867.  Was it made?
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Flat flexure springs

These simple ribbon-like springs bent only slightly, as too great a bend

either allowed the load to drop off the balance, or prevented the pointer

from reading off the graduated plate accurately.  See the discussion under

Fig. 9.  This problem was circumvented by increasing the length of the

"ribbon" and curling it round into a C, a V, or an ellipse, producing the

delightful variations of mancurs.  

C spring & variations

The advantage of C spring balances was the ease with which an extra load hook or suspension hook could be attached to the

spring, to enable the force that opened the C to vary.  If the attachments were near the ends of the C, the force needed to open

the spring was not great.  If the attachments were near the centre line of the C, a much greater force was needed to open the

C.  So one mancur could have a capacity of say 30 kilos on one side (using the hooks near the ends) and a capacity of 300

kilos on the other side (using the hooks near the centre line).  (See Fig. 12)  But not all C springs had extra load hooks or

support rings.  (See Fig. 10)

Two flexure springs with casings

Stability for a top-pan household balance could be achieved by fixing to the outer casing flex-

ure springs in parallel positions somewhat in

the manner of a roberval linkage, but using

the flexure to register the drop produced by

the load.  (See Fig. 13 & Fig. 15)

Helical springs

These were divided into those that contained

compression springs with the ends pushing

towards each other, and tension springs that

stretched when the load was applied.  Most

candlestick postals had compression springs

but occasionally one turns up that has the

slot  in the bottom half of the tube with the

spring being stretched in use (tension).

Although candlestick postals have a top

pan, they are not held vertical by a half-

roberval linkage, but merely by the rod 

Fig. 17.    Curling the spring round in a C fits the

flexure spring into a smaller space.  Hanin of

Romain in France seems to have been the first

maker, in about 1780, to add a rack and pinion to

turn the pointer round the dial.  This back-view

shows the C spring clearly.

Courtesy J Berning

Fig. 16.  �� This design of flexure
spring, being symetrical, and not

swinging in an arc (as in Fig. 15),

should have been commercially suc-

cessful.  Ubrig’s English patent no.

6586 of 1885.

Fig. 15.  �� The mechanism inside an
Ubrig household scale, a variant of

English patent no. 6586 of 1885.  The

flexure springs are a primitive sort of

linkage.

Fig. 18.  �� Further examples of tiny spring
postals, inserted in pen-type cases, all 20th century.

The fourth one down has a very sharp hook, sug-

gesting that it would be suitable for fishermen in UK

weighing very small fish.

Fig. 19.  �� Brass candle-
stick postal, with iron base.
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below the pan moving through a narrow gap or between rollers.  This

is adequate for very light loads, but a heavier load would put lateral

forces on the rod and cause a lot of friction between the rod and the

narrow gap.  (Fig. 2 & Fig. 3, Fig. 14 & Fig. 19.)

Multiple springs

To increase capacity, two or more springs worked in parallel.

Siebe/Marriott used two or three ellipses tucked inside the outer

ellipse, (see Fig. 22) and many companies used helical springs in a row, all being pulled

by one load hook.

Disc springs in crane weighers 

The distortion of a disc, when pulled in its centre, was very slight compared with the dis-

tortion of a ribbon or wire spring.  This was useful for extremely heavy loads, as weighed

by a crane, allowing for a very compact weigher.  The read-out sometimes became visible

to the naked eye by getting the disc to force fluid through a narrow pipe and thus elongate

the read-out.

Bifurcated pointer

With spring balances that had two load positions, and

thus two sets of graduations, two sides of the graduat-

ed plate were utilised and the pointer was required to

indicate the weight on both sides of the plate.  The

pointer was consequently bifurcated.

Levered or rack & pinion pointer

Spring balances operated directly by having a pointer

attached to one end of the spring, and moving

directly over a graduated plate.  To increase the

distance between the markings, a long pointer

Fig. 20.  �� One
spring is suspended

each side of the ratch-

et that turns the point-

er.  Capacity 30lb.

(20lb on the dial and

0-30lb on the slide.)

Fig. 21.  �� Two
springs are suspended

each side of the ratch-

et that turns the point-

er.  Capacity 60lb

(30lb on the dial and

0-60lb on the slide.)

Fig. 22.  �� The elliptical
springs were used single, dou-

ble, or triple.  This triple exam-

ple has a capacity of 20 stone,

(280lb) and is made as Siebe

made them in the 1820s,

although it was made by

Pooley after about 1860.

Fig. 24.  �� The helical spring inside the tube is
attached to the back end of the pointer, so that the point-

er moves over the arc.  Made by E Ubrig of Germany

for the UK market.  Postal rates for 1897-1915.

Fig. 23.  �� The springs are shown in plain grey.  They
are circular domed discs that were compressed when a

load of up to 5 tons was applied.  The movement was

transmitted via cams to a rotating pointer.  Made by

Salter, given UK Board of Trade approval in 1911.
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Fig. 25.  �� The back of the pointer
is moved by the action of the load

pulling down the helical spring.

Martin's pocket grain scale, US patent

no. 73356 of 1868.

Fig. 26.  �� The pointer is bifurcat-
ed, and has a well-cast triangular-sec-

tion going to each side of the brass

graduated arc.  But there is only one

support ring, and only one load hook,

so only one set of graduations is need-

ed.  However, Le Boucher graduated

both sides of the brass, 1 - 65 kilos.

c.1785.

Fig. 27.  �� Far right.  The pointer
is very elongated, so that 20 punch-

buttons can be accommodated across

the width of the card.  The

Dairyman’s Supply Co. made this

milk scale in 1903.

Fig. 28  �� Half roberval linkage with spring
resistant.  This little bow-front is only 3 1/2 ins

high but claims to weigh a parcel of 1lb.  On

checking, it proved to be very inaccurate, read-

ing 15 oz when 12oz was put on the pan!  Even

though the spring is very near the attachments

of the half-roberval links to the casing, the bot-

tom of the spring still moves through an arc as

the pointer descends.  Made by Setton &

Durwood of Birmingham in the 1930s.

Bakelite base.

Fig. 29.  �� J H & R H Bull of New
York were ahead of their time.  They

patented a platform scale with a spring

resistant, with one dial for whole revolu-

tions, and one for part revolutions in

1844.

Fig. 30.  �� Half-roberval and spring
counter scale for butchers, fishmongers &

greengrocers, Salter catalogue of 1920.

No example known. 

could be levered using the two ends of a C spring against each other.  To increase the distance between the markings with

a helical spring, the end of the spring was attached to a rack that was pressed against a pinion (cog) that rotated the point-

er round a circular dial.  The larger the dial, the larger could be the interstices between the markings.  A rare variation by

Emil Ubrig had a lever offset on a candlestick scale, so that the pointer moved over a graduated arc much longer than the

plate down the front of most candlestick postals.  (See Fig. 24, Fig. 25) 
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Top-pan half-robervals

To put a pan on top of a spring needed some form of linkage to hold the pan's rod

vertical, usually a half-roberval linkage.  Whether the linkage was behind the

spring, as on so many bow-fronts, at the side or in front of the spring was not sig-

nificant.  (Fig. 28, Fig. 30 & Fig. 31.)

Dial and slide

These spring balances appeared to have two systems to operate them, but the

slide was merely recording how many times the pointer had rotated round the dial.  Thus, the dial might

indicate 4lb on one rotation, so for a load of 9lb, the slide indicated 8lb as the pointer had rotated twice,

and the pointer recorded 1lb.  The slide either dropped below the dial, or it showed behind a window on

the dial.  (See Figs. 20 & 21.)  Some examples have a second dial on the face of the main dial, recording

the extra rotations. (Fig. 29.)  Some American postal scales recorded the change in postal rates rather than

the weight change.

Platform scales with spring dial head

The combination of a set of levers beneath a platform scale, with a spring balance in the head of a lol-

lipop, meant that the spring was only dealing with a part of the full load, but was giving the user an easy

read-out on the dial.  (See Fig. 31.)

Compensation for temperature in price-computing scales

Although the British ignored the relaxation of the spring in hot weather, the Americans, in the 1910s and

1920s, tried to compensate for the lengthening.  See the comment with Fig. 31.  Some companies used

compensation bars in the lever holding the goods plate.  By putting the compensation at that point, the

price-computing remained accurate throughout the range of the chart.  However, the Computing Scale Co.

Fig. 31.  �� Between the spring and
the load hook rod a “thermostat” is

mounted.  This is to compensate for

the variation in torsional rigidity.  If

the scale gets hot, the spring stretch-

es a bit, while cold causes the spring

to become more rigid and conse-

quently not stretch as much as usual.

To avoid this erratic stretching, a

device is added that uses the differ-

ence between the expansion of differ-

ent metals to counteract the stretch-

ing of the spring.  The Computing

Scale Co, of Dayton, OH, took out

this patent in 1920 at a time when the

British makers ignored the problem.

This could be due to the moderate cli-

matic conditions in UK, as compared

with those of the USA.

Fig. 32.  �� Half-roberval with the
upper linkage attached to the casing in the

“nose” protruding backwards, and the

lower linkage under the base.  Salter 11D,

for diabetics.  The aluminium scale fits

into an American cloth-covered case for

carrying out of the house, so that carbohy-

drates could be weighed at table.  c.1926.  

Fig. 33.  �� A taring method that was simple to make, but needed a clear head to use!  To adjust the balance for
a bucket, the left-hand graduated plate was slid down its grooves until the zero mark was opposite the pointer.  The

bucket was then removed   Then the right-hand graduated plate was slid down till the two zeroes were opposite.

The load and the bucket were then put on the hook and the pointer descended to show the net weight of the load.  If

the gross weight was desired, the weight was read off on the right-hand slide.  The left-hand slide was moved down

until the zero was opposite the indicated weight.  Then any required quantity could be removed so that the pointer

rose and pointed on the left-hand slide to the amount taken out   Patented by Snyder of Lakeville, CT, in 1865.
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used exceptionally long springs so their extension was multiplied through the rack and pinion and

the indicating drum.  So the stretching of the springs in hot conditions was made more pro-

nounced by the mechanism.  But the steel rod used to counteract the stretched spring only start-

ed to compensate after the load was applied, so the machine was not reading at zero in hot conditions.  Thus the machine

had to be re-balanced whenever there was a change in temperature.

Small & large springs working in tandem

To allow for greater accuracy in weighing small letters, one maker put the load hook on a light spring, so the pointer read

off small loads with large divisions between each unit, then, when a heavier load was attached, the light spring engaged

the end of a heavier spring, and as the pointer descended further, the units were indicated less precisely. 

Taring  

Adjusting the position of the pointer was achieved by moving the pointer along

the spring a little way, using a tare screw attached to the outer casing.  This, in

effect, shortened the spring very slightly.  Alternatively the graduated plate could

be moved relative to the pointer.  (Fig. 33)

Patents

Few spring balances were patented, as there was little of originality about spring

balances.  It was usually only additions that gave an opening for protection, such

as extra pointers or levers (Bull's US patent 3752, Moore’s US patent no. 3396,

Turnbull's US patent 25473), sleeve with prices, (Fig. 34), and sliding graduated

plates (Fig. 33).

Dynanometer & spring balance

Alexanderwerk made a simple addition to their person scale.  They put four han-

dles on the side that, when squeezed, compressed the springs inside and indicat-

ed the force that a person with strong hands could exert.  Elliptical spring bal-

ances were also adapted to this use.  Ubrig mounted a stalk with handles at thigh-

height on the platform, so that strong men could heave on the handles and push

their feet down, registering their pull on the dial beyond their own weight.

Other purposes

Spring balances can have a second pointer that stops at the position where most

force is applied, so they were used to indicate pressure, steam pressure in steam

engines, tension on wires (as for example, between electricity pylons), the force

needed to get a trigger to trip (say, on a Lewis gun), the snapping point of yarn,

etc.  They also made balances that read out in units that are not weight-units.

(See Fig. 35.)  

Fig. 34.  �� A sleeve with prices per pound was
wrapped round the tube containing the spring bal-

ance.  The weight was registered on the rod

descending below the tube.  The price was detem-

ined by twisting the vertical pointer until it lined up

with the desired price per pound (along the top line

of the chart) , then the load was put on the hook,

which pulled down the rod with the weight marked

on it, and also pulled down the vertical pointer.  The

tip of the pointer was then at the price of the load.

Beckwith's US pat 12249 of 1855.

Fig. 35.  �� Density balance by Salter,
Birmingham, made for West’s of Manchester.

Graduated for 0 -1.0 over the 1st quarter of the

dial, without divisions, then 1.0 to 4.0 over the

other 3 quarters by .2 divisions.  The pointer has

two adjusting screws.  One of many special bal-

ances made, often by special request, by manufac-

turers of standard balances.  Mid-20th century.

Fig. 36.  �� An alternative to using a
half-roberval linkage was to have vertical

rods sliding through tubes or holes.  This

was intended to keep the load-pan horizon-

tal.  Several companies made a version of

this principle but all tested have been very

inefficient, due to the rods rubbing in their

tubes.  This example by P Falardo was

granted UK provisional protection in 1869.
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I found it at the Antique Tractor Show and very nearly left it there.

When I first saw the scale it was so crummy looking.  Oil from the

damper had collected years of dust and grime along with the remains

of broken eggs.  But after walking around for an hour and thinking

about it, I brought it home.  I am glad I did.  After a good cleaning I

found it to be in excellent condition and working order.  I like scales

that are different or unusual in design, and this one certainly is.

The egg scale has the words “Magic Scale” on the ring where you

place the egg to weigh it.  A decal front and center reads
SHAD-O-LITE

GRADER AND CANDLER

NATIONAL POULTRY EQUIPMENT CO. SEATTLE

PAT # 2,165,423 - 2,27?,591

The first patent, no. 2,165,423 was

issued  in 1939 and looks to be an

early version of this scale.  But the

decal was worn, and I mistakenly

read  the second patent listed there

as no. 2,271,591, which isn’t for an

egg grader at all; it’s for a power rake!  Jan Berning later supplied the cor-

rect patent, no. 2,273,591, as shown in Figs. 2 and 3.

The unit is 12 1/4in   high, 11in long, 6 1/2in wide.  The finish is black enam-

el.  (See Fig. 1)  It operates on 120 U.A.C. and has a transformer to reduce

to 6V for the two light bulbs.  The light bulb in the lower box has a chrome

plated reflector to direct the light to a hole in the end of the box.  A flat piece

of phenolic material is riveted to the box with a matching concave hole to

hold the egg against to candle it.  Below the  light and reflector is a frosted

glass that lets out enough light to look over the outside of the egg.  The upper

light box is a frosted glass window, sometimes marked with five divisions

down the front showing the egg weights or sizes. (See Fig. 2)  On my scale,

the window is not marked.

When an egg is placed in the ring, a piece of sheet metal hooked to the back

end of the beam rises in front of the light, casting a shadow on the window

corresponding to the weight of the egg.  On the bottom of this sheet metal
strip is an adjustable weight to balance the scale.  An arm attached to the beam

above the fulcrum goes to an aluminum oil damper that has a snugly fitting cover.

(See Fig. 3)

My Magic Scale
BY ROBERT FOSTER

�� Fig.1

�� Fig. 2
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Grading generally involves the sorting of products

acording to quality, size, weight, and other relevant

factors.  Eggs are candled by holding to the light and

examining the interior of the egg  According to the

Egg Grading Manual,2 the air cell normally at the

large end of the egg grows larger as the egg ages.

When first laid there is no air cell, and gauges are

available to measure its size.  The characteristics of

the yolk are determined by the shadow that it casts on

the shell before the candlelight.  The quality is judged

by the position of the yolk, distinctness of the yolk

shadow, size, shape, defects, and germ development.

The yolk should be centered in the egg and hold its

position when twirled.  The chalazae are spring-like and hold the yolk in position, and if deteriorated the

yolk will move freely in the shell.  Blemishes, germ development, and spots may be observed which lower

the grade of the egg.  Significant training is necessary for expert grading of eggs. (See Fig. 4)

Founded in Washington state in 1935, the National

Poultry Equipment Company is a privately owned cus-

tomized manufacturer of egg processing equipment for

small and medium sized poultry breeders and egg pro-

ducers.  Their first product, the Magic Egg Cleaner,

cleaned the eggs with a series of sanding loops that buf-

feted the egg as it was carried through the machine on

the conveyer belt.  Their second product, the

Aquamagic, employed a system of nylon brushes and a

water-based cleaning solution and added a grader, making it the first egg processor that candled, sanitized,

and graded eggs in one step.  In 1984 Cal-Mar Industries purchased the company and moved it to Modesto,

CA.  There, they expanded the market for the machine to include all avian species, not just chickens.  The

machine is now used for turkey, duck, goose, and pheasant eggs as well as for the SPF egg industry that

supplies the biological and pharmaceutical industries for avian and human vaccine production.  In June,

2000, Barlar Industries bought the company and relocated to Osage, Iowa .

Notes and references:

1.  With thanks to Jan Berning for information on the patent and the company history

2.  With thanks to Bob Jibben for the information from the Egg Grading Manual

About the author

I have worked all my adult life my life as a heavy duty repairman, welder, electrician, mostly fixing broken stuff from rock crushers to toast-

ers.  I have been collecting scales since 1991.  The first one was a Mancur bought in an antique shop in Idaho City, Idaho.  I marveled at its

unique mechanical principles.  After that I was hooked.  The only other member in Nevada, Mutsuo Yoshisato, saw me looking at scales at

an antique shop, introduced himself, and told me about ISASC.  My collection includes everything from a Murphy truck scale weight beam

and self-lever assembly down to folders and diamond scales.  Three hundred or so scales.  Lots of steelyards, lots of springs, some testing,

counter, egg, postal, kitchen, grain, etc., and a variety of weights.  I go to farm and ranch estate sales, yard sales, antique shops, second hand

stores, and anywhere else I might find something of interest.  I also collect old or unusual tools.  I have a room on the garage full of scales.

Ray Marie lets me keep a couple in the house.  She changes them around for room decor.  I have a small display in our local museum and a

couple of times a year I put a display in our local library.

�� Fig.3

�� Fig.4
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Notes & Queries What Kind of Poise?
N & Q  No. 147 FROM LOREN BARNET

Thank you for providing the general public with a research database and expertise that

is otherwise unavailable.

When this scale was discovered in a damp earthenware basement in Carthage, Misouri

by my co-worker, Lee Grimes, it was totally encrusted and unrecognizable, but it was

not rusty!  Negotiations to buy the scale lasted for weeks, but it was worth it! The arti-

san who created this piece really put his heart and soul into it, and the metals he used

are quite remarkable. Ther metallurgist who tested the inlays stated, “The hardness of

this gold alloy exceeds that of any I’ve seen.” 

�� Fig. 1
KMA 677,

cat.285

�� Fig. 2
MA 674,

cat.283

He also pointed out that the scale is forged of an iron alloy containing so much copper that the veins of

copper can be seen with the naked eye.  This would explain the lack of rust.  The dimensions are height

33 3/4in,   width 30 1/2in,  and depth (measured by the hanger for the chains) 3 1/2in.   The long strips

of paper are tracings of all four sides of the  beam.  I have determined that 4 different scales are repre-

sented on the beam but have not been able to associate them with modern measure.  There are no inden-

tations on the beam other than the graduations.  The most significant marking noted is the ornamenta-

tion at the head of the beam.  On the beam head there is a circle with 13 spokes, with a gold alloy inlay

at the rim beween the spokes.  This may represent the sun.  Outwardly attached to the circle is what

appears to be a crescent moon.  The moon is inlaid with 5 small circles.  Could this arrangement possi-

bly represent the sun, the moon, and the five naturally viewable planets? 

Information requested:  Age, origin, use, and value are important, but what I seek are the dimensions and weight of the bal-

ance weight so I may have one produced.  Unfortunately when I purchased the scale, the weight was not found.

have a pan, only hooks, it was probably utilized in a butcher shop,

with the hooks firmly anchored in the “ham strings” of the legs of

a goat or sheep.

The missing poise gives one the ability to generate a poise to fit

any convenient scale system such as for instance pounds.  All the

scales are multiples of the chosen poise weight.  If you choose to

create a poise matching the original design, see the shape of Figure

3, use brass, making the maximum bulb diameter 1.057 inches, the

height to 2.64 inches and trimming to a weight of 606.7 grams.

Since the poise easily falls off the scale, you also might find a

loose poise.  Most poises are fairly heavily leaded, and you can

adjust the lead to meet the desired weight.

I have no knowledge of value, though I saw dozens of them in

Istanbul antique shops a few months ago.

Norman Cima

Response: Your scale is an Anatolian steelyard set up to measure from 1 to 18 and 20 to 85 hundred dirhem utilizing two

hangers.  It is apparently calibrated utilizing two slightly different dirhem weight standards one on each side of the active scale.

The older standard of 3.103 grams /dirhem utilizes Turkic notation and the newer (maybe before 1880) standard of 3.24 grams

/dirhem uses Arabic number notation.  Turkey began its conversion to the metric system in 1880.  Because your scale does not

Figs. 1 and 2 depict steelyards virtually identical to yours as shown in the book, Anatolian Weights and Measures by Garo

Kürkman.  (see review, pg. 2838).  This style is identified as belonging to the Ottoman period,  18th - 19th centuries.
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What is the Weight of the Poise for Barnett's Anatolian Steelyard     .
Prepared by Norman E. Cima 10/18/2003

Barnett reports by phone the following data

The distance along the complete scale shaft is 30.5 Inches

For the Heavy Scale, the Load Pivot to Hanger distance 5/8 Inches

For the Heavy Scale, the Load Pivot to # 20 on Scale 3 & 1/8 Inches

For the Light Scale the Load Pivot to Hanger Distance is 2 & 5/16 Inches

For the light Scale the Load Pivot to # 2 on the Scale 3 & 5/16 Inches

Measured from the two scale's paper tape rubbing

For the Heavy Scale, From # 20 mark to # 80 mark is 19.59 Inches

For the Light Scale , from # 2 mark to 18 mark is 19.85 Inches

Calculate Poise for Heavy Scale with Dirhem for that Scale of 3.24 Grams/Dirhem 

1st Poise Weight Times Lever arm (3.125" + 19.54) = 80 Dirhem in Grams X Lever arm + Constant Moment

Poise in grams X 22.665" equal 80 X 324 Times 0.625 inches + Constant Moment

Poise Weight Times22.665 = 16,200 gram inches + Constant Momemnt

2nd Poise Weight Times Lever arm (3.125 +6.5") = 40 Dirhem in Grams X Lever arm + Constant Moment

Poise Weight Times 9,425 = 40 X 324 times 0.625 + Constant Moment

Poise Weight Times 9.425 = 8,100 Gram Inches + Constant Moment

1st - 2nd Poise Weight X 13.29 = 8,100 Gram Inches

Poise Weight = 8100/13.29 = 

Poise Weight = 609.5 Grams

Calculate Poise for Light Scale with Dirhem for that Scale of 3.24 Grams/Dirhem

1st Poise Weight Times Lever Arm (3.3125 +19.85) = 18.00 Dirhem Times 324 times 2.3125 + Constant Moment

Poise Weight times 23.1625 inches = 13,486.5 Gram Inches Plus Constant Moment

2nd Poise Weight Times Lever Arm (3.3125 ) = 2.00 Dirhem times 324 times 2.3125 + Constant Moment

Poise Weight Times Lever Arm 3.3125 = 1498.5 + Constant Moment

1st - 2nd Poise Weight Times 19.8495 = 11,988

Poise Weight =603.9 Grams

Average Heavy & Light Scales, Poise Weight = 606.7 Grams 
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Using Excel's Goal Seek to match required Poise Weight
Prepared by Norman E. Cima  11/18/2003

Drawing Summation Multiplier  Drawing Slice Slice Brass 139.425

Vertical Total 0.5282776 Radius Radius Weight Weighs Grams/inch Cubed

Slice Inch Height Multiple inches Multiple Grams

0 0 0 0.20 0.1057 0.000

0.50 0.2641 0.2641388 0.20 0.1057 1.292

1.00 0.5283 0.2641388 0.20 0.1057 1.292

1.50 0.7924 0.2641388 0.50 0.2641 8.072

2.00 1.0566 0.2641388 0.80 0.4226 20.665

2.50 1.3207 0.2641388 1.20 0.6339 46.495

3.00 1.5848 0.2641388 1.70 0.8981 93.314

3.50 1.8490 0.2641388 2.00 1.0566 129.154

4.00 2.1131 0.2641388 2.00 1.0566 129.154

4.50 2.3772 0.2641388 1.80 0.9509 104.614

5.00 2.6414 0.2641388 1.50 0.7924 72.649

2.641388 606.699 Total weight of Poise in Grams

This calculated the dimensions for an Anatolia Poise, knowing the desired weight in Grams

Highllight G19, then go to Tools . Goal Seek, and fill the "to Value" block with the desired weight.

Insert "D6" in the by "Changing Cell" .  Then click OK

The height, radius, and weight of the 10 slices are calculated and shown.

The number in D6 multiplies the slice thickness and square of the radius to the appropriate values.

If you are using something other than Brass, put that material's Grams / Cubic Inch in I5
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Anatolian Weights and Measures 
BY GARO KURKMAN

Reviewed by Norman Cima

Long before the Romans founded Londinium on the North Shore of a large river

flowing to the sea in one of their cold and foggy offshore islands, accurate

scales were being used all around Anatolia for trading between ancient soci-

eties.  Leviticus 19:35-37 states "You shall not pervert justice in measurement

of length,weight or quantity.  You shall have true scales, true weights, true

measures, dry and liquid.  You shall observe all my rules and laws and carry

them out.   I am the Lord.” The Koran XI:84-85 instructs “Oh my people, give

measure and full weight in justice, and wrong not people in respect to their

goods.”

The Suna and Inan Kirac Research Institute on

Mediterranean Civilizations has assembled a

museum full of scales and weights used from pre-

history to the present  around Anatolia, that broad

plateau between the Black and the Mediterranean

seas that we call modern Turkey.  Having success-

fully published on their ceramics collection they

induced Garo Kürkman to create a book on their

scales and weights.  His six pound, coffee table

sized tome shows all 513 items of the collection in

magnificent color.  Further he shows many detail

photos illustrating specific subjects.  Moslems obey

God's command to create no graven images, but the
sweeping script turgas of the Sultans, Municipal Assay

Stamps and Marks provide visual evidence of a vibrant

past and also great identification for your possible

finds.  He has included many conversion tables collect-

ed from such standard references as Kisch  updating

and  correcting them citing data from the Kirac

Collection.

The book starts with weights from the first quarter of

the second millennium BC.  It continues with Bronze

weights used in Mesopotamia in the third century BC.

There is extensive coverage of the Greek and Roman

periods. The Byzantine period from the 5th-13th cen-

turies AD is covered with a number of scales  as well as

weight conversion tables from that period. 

Turga of Sultan Abdulaziz

Turga of Sultan Ahmed I

Turga of Weight Maker Ali

Documecu Sirketi, Foundry

Assayer Mustafa 8

Assayer Hak

�� Figs. 1-6
The book contains a great number of turgas defining the full

range of Ottoman Sultans plus many builders, assayers and

municipalities.
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The book’s major strength is in its coverage of Dirhem weights.  That

weight system was derived from the Greek Drachma and this book covers

its introduction and efforts toward standardization in Islamic societies.

Weights from the reign of Mehmed II, 1464 AD, through Mehmed V, 1909

AD, are measured, explored, illustrated, correlated and tabled in the book.

In order to prevent fraud the Ottoman government made it compulsory that

weights be inspected and stamped with sweep-

ing stroked, assay marks that they call turgas.

Shown in the book are the turgas of 40 sultans,

30 towns and 20 makers, which is a tremen-

dous resource to provide provenance for your random weight.   

And then the Metric System came to Anatolia.  The book has a copy and transla-

tion of the first law promulgating the metric system in Ottoman lands.  It has a

poster showing the size and construction of all the metric

weights and measures.  Tables are provided to state and

convert old measurements to this new system.  It gives

one some comparative satisfaction to realize that their

world had all the problems of the West.

The book concludes with a photographic Catalogue of

each of the items in the KMA (Mediterranean

Civilisations Research Institute) collections and a glos-

sary of the local and foreign terms used in the Ottoman

Empire. 

This is a magnificent book for both your library and

your coffee table.  One thousand pictures and tables

make this a reference book on a world of scales that we

in the West hardly know.  The book’s purpose was to

enlighten us, and it has certainly done that.  It even

identified my set of Anatolian weights that stumped

everyone at the 2003 ISASC Convention.  At $250.00

delivered from Istanbul, it is a bit pricey.  At 25¢ a pic-

ture it is a bargain.  Available only from Garo Kürkman

P.K., 121,   TESVIKIYE  80200,  Istanbul, Turkey, or

kurkman@superonline.com  

�� Fig. 8. 

50, 100, & 200 dirhem weights

purchased by the reviewer in

1993 in Istanbul.

Figs.  9-12   ��

18th century Ottoman steel-

yard, and three typical steelyard

terminals.

�� Figure 7  Set of Balance and Weights from 18th Century Iran.
Contains a one Dirhem weight plus a set of Miskal weights from 1 to 100.
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U S  PATENTS 1882 - 1885
TEXT BY RUTH HENDRICKS WILLARD

CAPTIONS BY JAN H. BERNING

From its very beginning in 1790 through 1860, the Patent System (later the Patent Office) was that rare

bird, a government agency that turned a profit!  The application fees paid by hopeful inventors, which

went directly to the office, more than covered the cost of issuing the patents.  But in 1861, the first year

of the Civil War, the inventors from the 11 seceding states were no longer filing applications, and of

those in the remaining states, many were off at war.  That year, the receipts fell from $256,000.00 to

$137,000.00, a difference of $119,000.00, while expenditures decreased by only $31,000.00.  For the

first time Congress was called upon to appropriate operating funds for the Patent Office.

Although receipts rose exponentially after the war, so did costs.   And from that time forward the Patent

Office was hard pressed for funds to keep its systems and services up to the standards required by an

explosive increase in the number of hopeful inventors. 

Benjamin Butterworth did everything twice.  He was first made

Commissioner of Patents in 1882, after he finished his first term as

the Congressman from Cincinnati. It didn’t take him long to con-

clude that the main handicap under which the Patent Office was

operating was caused by Congress itself.  The office had too few

examiners, insufficient space, and insufficient compensaton to do the

job well.  The fees already being paid by applicants were in excess

of the amount needed to correct all these deficits.  Yet Congress

refused to allocate those amounts to the Patent Office.

Determined to remedy the situation, Butterworth ran for Congress

again.  He was elected to the 49th Congress, where he served from

1895 to 1891 as Chairman of the House Committee on Patents.  He declined further nomination for

Congress but had the unique accomplishment of being appointed a

second time as Commissioner of Patents in 1897.  Available

records do not reveal whether he ever succeeded in getting the

Congressional appropriations increased.

While he was Commissioner, Butterfield compiled a handsome vol-

ume of engraved illustrations of many arts entitled The Growth of
Industrial Art. A copy of that book, which was a Patent Office pub-

lication, was recently offered for sale on the internet for $274.95

Hermann Hollerith, who worked briefly in the Patent Office during

these years, was also to cast a long shadow.  Formerly a census

clerk and an M.I.T. instructor, he became an assistant patent exam-

iner.  But he had other irons in the fire.   For some time, he had been

�� Fig. 1. E C Purnelle’s patent no.
292,763 of Jan 29, 1884 combined a postal

scale with a CCD. Letters were weighed in

the pan and coins could be checked for

thickness and diameter on top of the beam.

�� Fig. 2  F F Meyer Jr.’s patent no 292,935
of Feb. 5, 1884.  This scale was designed to

weigh letters, tea samples, or the tobacco in one

cigar.
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�� Fig. 3  J J Vinton patent no. 292,878 of Feb.
5, 1884.  He designed this spring scale to weigh a

baby while it rode in a stroller or carriage.

�� Fig. 5  C D Carter’s patent no.
309,925 of Dec. 30, 1884. As the poise

slides along the beam, the gear inside

causes the dial to rotate so that the user

can weigh goods. See EQM 2607-2610.

�� Fig. 8  J F Lawrence’s patent
no. 329,655 of Nov. 3, 1885. This scale

has an attached rotating weight tray.

The center of the base also serves as a

string holder for tying parcels in the

shop.

�� Fig. 7  Dr. C H Fitch’s patent no.
327,152 of Sept. 29,1885.  This is an

early, primitive prescription balance by

Fitch.

�� Fig. 6  A C Clausen’s patent no. 314,801 of
Mar. 31, 1884. This small postal scale was made

for cutting cigars as well as opening letters.  It

was a souvenir of the New Orleans Exposition in

1884-1885.             Thanks to P. Laycock

working on a method of tabulating census results with punch cards.  Within a year, he resigned as an exam-

iner to open his own office as an Expert and Solicitor of Patents. He then filed his clients’ patent applica-

tions on his punch card machines.  When the patents were granted, the cards were considered successful

and were therefore adopted by the Census Bureau for the 1890 census.  Hollerith then founded the

Tabulating Machine Company, a predecessor to IBM.  He initiated the practice, later to be adopted by IBM,

of renting rather than selling his tabulating machines.

The scale patents issued during the years 1883-1885 were varied as to type.  Many of the scales during this

period, and indeed any period, are combination scales.  That is, they were useful for another purpose in

addition to weighing.  A jack could also weigh a vehicle; a coin tester could also weigh a letter; a cigar cut-

ter could weigh and open a letter, and a scoop could weigh the feed.

In these years the largest group of patents was issued for torsion balances.  The Torsion Balance and Scale Company

in Cincinnatti, Ohio, must have been bustling, having nine patents to work from.  In addition, such patents were

assigned to the Howe, Fairbanks, and Emery Scale companies.  There were other  unusual types of scales as well.

These included poise lifting, poise depositing, weight-indicating poise, and foldable platform scales.  It is also

interesting to note that there was an American version of the English rolling pin scale.

�� Fig. 4  J
Chase’s patent

no. 306,582 of

Oct. 14, 1884.     

This jack has a

spring inside  its

cylindrical base

to weigh the

load as it is

being lifted.
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Patents sorted by date ( shop/warehouse platform scale and smaller)  1882-1885
NO               DATE INVENTOR RESIDENCE ASSIGNEE TYPE

264,431        Sept 19, 1882 J B Atwater Chicago, IL CCD

264,432        Sept 19, 1882 J B Atwater Chicago, IL Postal scale

267,073        Nov 7, 1882 H F E Gerike Berlin, Germany Pendulum scale

267,393        Nov 14, 1882 J Ball Greenville, MI Pendulum scale

267,776        Nov 21, 1882 M G Cook Ashfield, MA 1/2 to J N Smith Weight lifting postal

268,747        Dec 5, 1882 G A Stewart Wells Tannery, PA Fork for weighing hay

268,797        Dec 12, 1882 S H Hyde Alpine, NJ Combined jack & scale

269,113        Dec 12, 1882 W W Rutland, VT Howe Scale Co Equal arm balance

269,433        Dec 19, 1882 A Leas West Manchester, OH Scoop for scales

269,941        Jan 2, 1883 N A L J Johannsen Brooklyn, NY Duplex spring scale

270,094        Jan 2, 1883 W T Moore Richview, IL 1/2 to W H Moore Sack holder & scale

271,210        Jan 30, 1883 I L Bevis St. Louis, MO 1/2 to L J Crecelius Scoop scale

271,726        Feb 6, 1883 C C Miller Brooklyn, NY E & T Fairbanks Co Platform scale

271,790        Feb 6, 1883 H Chatillon New York, NY J P & G H Chatillon Scale pan

272,699        Feb 20, 1883 F F Ide Springfield, IL Diamond & watch screw sc

273,667        Mar 6, 1883 M Clarke Poultney, VT Coin tester

273,720        Mar 13, 1883 J S George Bridgeport, CT Spring scale

273,979        Mar 13, 1883 J & H Friedlander Memphis, TN Weighing scoop

274,146        Mar 20, 1883 R Smith Boston, MA 1/2 to G W Russell Paper scale

274,202        Mar 20, 1883 T D King Montreal, Canada balance

276,180        Apr 24, 1883A A Houghton Buffalo, NY Counter scale

276,693        May 1, 1883 F Huebner Milwaukee, WI   Pendulum scale

276,701        May 1, 1883 J F Miller Oakland, CA Postal sc rolling pin style

277,878        May 22, 1883 D Buoy Lancaster, PA Counter scale

278,903        June 5, 1883 A H Emery New York, NY Emery Scale Co Platform scale

279,548        June 19, 1883 A R English Rochester, NY Scale beam

279,864        June 19, 1883 W C Farnum Hoosick Falls, NY 1/2 to E S Peck self- contained weight 

depositing scale

280,252        Jun 26, 1883 T D Solomon Corsicana, TX Kitchen scale

280,377        July 3, 1883 A A Houghton Buffalo, NY Scale beam

280,779        July 10, 1883 P Arnaud La Ciotat, France Steelyard

& L Gayette

281,567        July 17, 1883 F Schneider Syracuse, NY Measure & Weighing Sc

281,753        July 24, 1883 W G Collier Merced, CA Platform scale

282,645        Aug 7, 1883 F Kingwell Chicago, IL Spring scale

285,204        Sept 18, 1883 E Bachmann New York, NY Coin detector

285,815        Oct 2, 1883 F I Hitchcock Bridgeport, CT Equal arm spring bal.

287,136        Oct 23, 1883 A Leas West Manchester, OH Scoop for scales

289,450        Dec 4, 1883 F W Runge San Francisco, CA Spring balance counter sc

290,066        Dec 11, 1883 J E Kimble Vicksburg, MS Grain scale

290,153        Dec 11, 1883 P Vaughan Louisville, KY Beer scale

290,945        Dec 25, 1883 A B Upham Peoria, IL 1/2 to H W Wells Ruler & scale

291,276        Jan 1, 1884 E Bell Minneapolis, MN Platform scale for 

measuring liquids

292,130        Jan 15, 1884 E Morrison Washington, DC fabric testing scale

& J P Herron

292,763        Jan 29, 1884 E C Purnelle Seneca, KS Letter sc & coin tester

292,878        Feb 5, 1884 J J Vinton Youngstown, OH Weighing attachment 

for baby carriages

292,935        Feb 5, 1884 F Meyer Jr Newark, NJ Tobacco, letter, tea.bal

293,117        Feb 5, 1884 C A L Totten US Army Proportioning wts system
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NO     DATE INVENTOR RESIDENCE ASSIGNEE TYPE

293,637        Feb 19, 1884 J A Demuth Toledo, OH Duplex check sc beam

294,227        Feb 26, 1884 H Haerter New York, NY Spring bal with 2 dials

294,713        Mar 4, 1884 E Wolner Liverpool, England Platform scale

295,095        Mar 11, 1884 G D Baird Washington, IL Grain scale

295,785        Mar 25, 1884 M Maguire Baltimore, MD Folding scale pan

295,809        Mar 25, 1884 C Richtmann New York, NY Coin & letter scale

296,470        Apr 8, 1884 E Sirret Buffalo, NY Pendulum scale

297,267        Apr 22, 1884 H C Keeler Ogden, UT Pendulum scale

299,757        June 3, 1884 N Du Brul Cincinnati, OH Torsion Balance

299,758        June 3, 1884 N Du Brul Cincinnati, OH Torsion beam scale

299,759        June 3, 1884 Du Brul Cincinnati, OH Torsion EAB scale

299,760        June 3, 1884 N Du Brul Cincinnati, OH Torsion beam scale

299,761        June 3, 1884 N Du Brul Cincinnati, OH Torsion beam scale

299,762        June 3, 1884 N Du Brul Cincinnati, OH Torsion platform scale

300,875        June 24, 1884 J F Lawrence Philadelphia, PA J Lawrence Toy scale

302,402        Jul 22, 1884 T H Herndon West Point, MS G P Herndon Sc with mercury indicator

302,990        Aug 5, 1884 C Forschner New York, NY Hanging scale pan

303,133        Aug 5, 1884 W W Edmonds Fenwick, MI Folding steelyard/pan

303,806        Aug 19, 1884 G H Chatillon New York, NY Hanging scale pan

303,905        Aug 19, 1884 L R Witherell Davenport, IA Portable vehicle scale

304,172        Aug 26, 1884 G H Chatillon New York, NY Hanging scale pan

304,546        Sept 2, 1884 J O'Grady Newton, MA J O'Grady Hanging circular spring 

& E Farnell balance

304,587        Sept 2, 1884 T H Ward Tipton, England Metal stength tester

305,947        Sept 30, 1884 F F Meyer Jr Newark, NJ Shop scale

306,581        Oct 14, 188 4 J Chase Rochester, NY Weight determining jack

306,582        Oct 14, 1884 J Chase Rochester, NY Weight determining jack

308,198        Nov 18, 1884 D L Roberts Royalton, NY Union scale

308,321        Nov 18, 1884 W R Morse Chester, OH Triple beam net wt scale 

308,440        Nov 25, 1884 J E Smith New York, NY Letter scale

309,925        Dec 30, 1884 C D Carter Detroit, MI             H C Hart Mfg Co  Rotating, indicating 

poise for scale beam

310,471        Jan 6, 1885 A Springer    Cincinnati, OH Support for scale beam

& F A Roeder 

310,542        Jan 6, 1885 A Springer    Cincinnati, OH Torsional pivot balance

& F A Roeder 

310,545        Jan 6, 1885 A Springer Cincinnati, OH Torsional Bal & Sc Co Torsion balance

311,010        Jan 20, 1885 H C Keeler Ogden, UT Pendulum scale

311,745        Feb 3, 1885 D. Hallock New York, NY Poise lifting scale

312,583        Feb 17, 1885 C Richtmann Newark, NJ R E Watson Steelyard postal scale

312,779        Feb 24, 1885 M H Wiener Buffalo, NY Cog type wt indicating 

Poise & beam

312,857        Feb 24, 1885 L C Irvine Oregon, MO Indicating poise for lever sc

313,468        Mar 10, 1885 C Becker New Rochelle, NY Equal arm balance

313,477        Mar 10, 1885 H S Davids Oakland, CA Bent lever postal sc

313,935        Mar 17, 1885 A H Handlan Jr  St Louis, Mo Wt determining jack

314,330        Mar 24, 1885 W W Haas Farmer City, IL Coin counter & tester

314,599       Mar 31, 1885 R A Mitchell Helena, OH Farmer's  scale

& J Von Thurn

314,717        Mar 31, 1885 J E Pitrat Gallipolis, OH Price computing scale

314,801        Mar 31, 1885 A J Clausen MinneapolisMN       2/3 to J C Slafter   Letter opener, scale, 

& A A Pond cigar cutter

316,178        Apr 21, 1885W. W. Reynolds Rutland, VT Folding platform sc.



NO. DATE INVENTOR RESIDENCE ASSIGNEE TYPE

319,637        June 9, 1885 J H Stevens Sandwich, MA Coffee scale on mill

320,776        June 23, 1885 A Gerdum Cleveland, OH Counter sc / check bar

322,100        Jul 14, 1885 F I Hitchcock Bridgeport, CT Double beam sc with 

indicating dial

322,870        Jul 21, 1885 A Turnbull New Britain, CT Box scale with upright 

indicator

323,371        Jul 28, 1885 L G  Spencer St Johnsbury, VT E & T Fairbanks & Co Butter scale

& P F Hazen

324,465        Aug 18, 1885 E Fuchs Chicago, IL 1/2 to K Schrimpf       Locket coin & letter sc

324,668        Aug 18, 1885 J Dollison Salesville, OH Bag holder, hand truck 

& J Long &scale

325,534        Sept 1, 1885 D Hallock New York, NY Poise lifting postal sc

326,025        Sept 8, 1885 F Fairbanks St Johnsbury, VT E & T Fairbanks & Co   Portable or folding sc

326,067        Sept 8, 1885 A A Sturtevant Hartford, CT Sewing machine tension

326,815        Sept 22, 1885 W Watkins Moss Point, MS Price/wt computing sc. 

326,975        Sept 29, 1885 W B Guild Boston, MA Equal arm balance

327,125        Sept 29, 1885 C H Fitch Middletown Springs, VT 1/2 to B S Fitch Portable 

prescription scale

327,530        Oct 6, 1885 M G Cook Lynn, MA Poise lifting postal sc

328,804        Oct 20, 1885 Palmer Syracuse, MO 1/2 to M E Taylor Rotating, computing beam

329,100        Oct 27, 1885 C H Tillmeyer Milwaukee, WI Bolton to Folding, portable rack for 

& G W Bolton Tillmeyer scales

329,655        Nov 3, 1885 J F Lawrence Philadelphia, PA J Lawrence Combination scale,  

rotating wt tray,& twine 

box  

330,397        Nov 17, 1885 R L Hassell Chicago, IL Scale beam with indicat

ing poise

330,595        Nov 17, 1885 A Leas West Manchester, OH Scoop bal attachment for

scales with tare

330,690        Nov 17, 1885 L B Gibson Addison, NY 1/2 to P Evans Computing beam counter 

scale

331,020        Nov 24, 1885 E C Bankwitz Bridgeport, CT Jewelers or druggist scale 

331,090        Nov 24, 1885 E Sauermilch New York, NY Hanging computing 

spring bal. 

331,640        Dec 1, 1885 W F Irvine Lampasas, TX Boxed spice, shot or 

powder scale

331,802       Dec 8, 1885 T J Lumis Hartford, CT Letter scale
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Celebrity Inventors

Throughout the years, many famous people were granted patents.  Notably absent from that list are Benjamin Franklin and

Thomas Jefferson.  Neither of them believed that someone should hold exclusive rights to an invention that would benefit

mankind.  Abraham Lincoln is the only President to be granted a patent.  Its purpose was for buoying vessels over shoals.

Samuel Clemens (Mark Twain) had three patents:  an improvement in adjustable and detachable straps for garments, a

self-pasting scrapbook, and a game to help remember historical dates.  Other celebrity inventors include Lawrence Welk,

lunch boxes; Zeppo Marx, a wrist-alarm for persons subject to heart attacks; Danny Kaye, a blowout toy; and Harry

Houdini, a diver’s suit.  Many other people became famous because of what they invented, among them Thomas Edison,

Alexander Graham Bell, and the Wright Brothers.  If you are curious about  some weird things that should never have

been invented, you can visit www.totally absurd.com or www.patent.freeserve.co.uk.


